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Abstract: For the numerical integration of general second-order initial-value problems y” =f( X, ,r, y’), I = 
y,,, y’(xO) = _$, we report a family of two-step sixth-order methods which are superstable for the test equation 
~“‘+2(~y’+p’y=O,n,p~O,n+p>O,inthesenseofChawla[l]. 
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1. Introduction 
A two-step method for the numerical integration of general second-order initial-value prob- 
lems 
/‘=f(x, Y, U’>> Y(X,) ‘Yo, /(x0) =.v& 
can be defined in the form 
(1.1) 
Yn+l - 2Y, +_Y,-1 = h2+k?+17 x,3 X,-l, Yn+l9 Yn, _%-I>. 
When the method (1.2) is applied to the test equation 
y”+2ay’+P2y=0, (Y, p>o, a+p>o, 
we obtain the characteristic equation 
0.4 
(1.3) 
P(t) =A(H,, H&z2 + B(H,Y H*)5+ C(H,, H,) = 0 (1.4 
having the roots .$i, t2 and H, = ah, H, = j3h. 
Following Chawla [l], a method of the form (1.2) is said to be superstable, if for the method 
(a) the region of absolute stability ( 1 (,,z 1 < 1) is 
R= {(HI, H,): 0 <H,, H, -=c 00); 
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(b) the interval of periodicity (the roots [1,2 are complex conjugate and each of modulus one) 
is 
J= {(HI, H,): H,=O,O<H,<w}; 
(c) the interval of (weak) stability (the roots <,,2 are such that [, = 1 and ( t2 1 < 1) is 
I= {(H,, II,): H,=O,O<H, < oo}. 
By using the transformation 6 = (1 + z)/(l - z) and applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, it 
is known that the method is superstable if 
(a) A - B + C, A - C and A + B + C have the same sign for all HI, H, > 0; 
(b) with H, = 0, A = C and 2A + B > 0 for all H, > 0; 
(c) with H2=0, A+B+C=Oand -2<B/A<Oforall H,>O. 
Chawla [l] obtained a fourth-order superstable two-step method and Jain and Goel [3] obtained 
single-step superstable methods or orders four and six. No higher-order superstable methods are 
known so far. In this paper we report a family of two-step sixth-order methods which are shown 
to be superstable when applied to the test equation (1.3). 
Superstable methods can be successfully used for the numerical integration of (1.1) for which 
af/aY and/or af/dy’ are negative and large as shown in the computational results listed in [3]. 
Such problems occur, for example, in the numerical integration of singular perturbation 
problems (see [4, p.231). 
2. Derivation of sixth-order methods 
Let h > 0 be the step length, x, = x0 + nh, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . and set y, = y(x,), f, = 
f(x,, y(x,>, y’(x,>>, etc. Let 
L/2 = &t -Yn+1 +6Y, - 5~,-11-t $(A+1 + 8f, + 3s,-,)> 
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j; =j$ + 4&f;,+* -LJ - 3(/i+, -ii-,) - 24(i+1,2 -i-1,2)]. 
L=f,(% _9?73 A (2.1) 
Then at each point x,, n = 1, 2,. . . , the differential equation (2.1) can be discritized by 
y,+r -2~~ +y~1= $[26f^, +fn+t +.kr + 16(f;i+1,2 +i-I,2 . il W) 
For a = 0 and the differential equation (1.1) independent of y’, the method (2.2) reduces to the 
sixth order P-stable method discussed by Chawla [2]. 
To obtain the truncation error term associated with the method (2.2), we use the following 
expansions: 
fTn =f, + +/1’y,1~‘G, + $$I,” + 0(h6), 
L,? =fn+,,2 * (ii - P,)h3YL3'Fn + &w4+ OW)~ 
i +_ 1,2 = fn + I,? + & [ 10y,c3’F,G, - (7~:‘) - 20~:~’ ) Gn] 
h5 h6 
’ 34560D’+ 1935360 D,f @A’), 
,. 
fn = fn - 4680 h4[ 10y,c3’F,G, + yi5’ + 10pA2’] + &W6 + O(h’), 
where 
#l) = 3yL5’Gn + 5( y;3’)2H,, , n pA2’ = 4yj3’G; + y,‘4’G,, 
&’ = 30~,‘~‘G,” + 15y;“G; + 6y,“G, - lO( Y,‘~‘)‘H,, , 
$$’ = ~()Y,'~'G,"' + 15yi4’G;’ + 12yA3’G,’ + 2y,“G,, - 20( yA3’)‘H; - 1oy;3’y;4’ffn, 
Tl = 4y,‘5’ - 5p;2’, T, = 7~;” - 20~;“) 
(2.3) 
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T3 = 3-y;@ + pi,’ - pi3’, Td = 57~;“’ + 16( PI/” - pA3)), 
& = pL3’ + T,G,, Th = 9~:~’ - 56~:~’ - 56ri”’ - 70,) 
ri’) = 3T,G,’ + r,G,, 
r,1(2) = 21T,G,” + 147;G,’ + (12yi” - 7pc’)G,, 
A, = - 8(1 - 24&) y,“G, + (7 - 192&) yi4’, 
B, = 180(1- 16&)y;3’F,’ - 15A,F, - T,G,, 
Cl = 2pi2’ - 15(1 - 16&) yi3’G,, 
C, = - 9~;~’ + 16~;~’ - 5/S, - 8p,j’), 
D, = 3Oy,“F,‘G, + 15C, F, - 3T,G,’ - T,G,, , 
D, = 420y;3’&“G, + 42OC,F,’ + 7C,F, - 42T,G;’ - 2XT,G,’ - 8(165y;” - 112p;‘)G,, 
D, = - 28T,F, + T,G,, (2.4) 
F = af/a.y, G = af/dy', H = a2f/ayf2, F’ = dF/dx, etc. 
Substituting the expansions (2.3) in (2.2) and simplifying, we obtain the truncation error term as 
t,(h) = - (;o!, x1 3Oyi” + 16ri2’ + D, + 2D,] + 0(/z”). (2.5) 
When we apply the method (2.2) to the test equation (1.3), we get the characteristic equation 
(1.4) with 
A=60+60Hl+24H,%9H;+4H,%9H,H,2+~H~H~+H; 
+ ~H,~H,Z + H,H,” + &(l + 24p,)H:H,4 + :p,H,6 + &H,H;, 
B= -120-48H;+42H,2+H;H,2+2H; 
+ $(l - 12&)H:H; + A(1 - 8&)H;, 
C = 60 - 60H, + 24H; + 9H,” - 4H; - 9H,H,2 + XHfH; + H; 
- ;H:H,Z - HlH4 2 + &(l+ 24/3,)H:H,4 + :&H,b - &H,H;. 
It is easy to verify that 
(a) With H, = 0, H2 > 0 
A = C, 2A+B=60H,2+4H;+&H;>O, 
(2.6) 
2A -B = 240 - 24H,‘+ (y/3, - $)H,6, 
which is positive for all p, > 407/6000 or (Y] < 343/6000. 
(b) With H,=O, H,>O, A+B+C=Oand -2<B/A<O. 
(c) With H, # 0, H, f 0 and PI > 407/6000, A - B + C, A - C and A + B + C are all 
positive for H,, H, > 0. 
Hence the method (2.2) is superstable. 
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